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Our senses rapidly adapt to the sensory information and task requirements. These short-term, 
plastic changes especially in the central nervous system are necessary for goal-directed and 
active behavior. Nevertheless, partly due to methodological limitations, the neural mechanisms 
underlying improved perception during selective attention are not well understood. For 
instance, human auditory cortex activity is enhanced while engaging in an auditory task, but 
whether such enhancement involves a larger-extend or a more specific response from a sharply 
tuned neuronal population remains vague. In addition to unimodal attention effects, our senses 
can influence each others' processing. Seeing a person articulate can both enhance and modify 
the perception of acoustic speech and even induce activation in the auditory areas. The goal of 
the Thesis was to study the neural basis of these auditory cortex modulations both due to 
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selective. The results show that the auditory system is highly dependent on the current task 
requirements, showing adaptive and goal-dependent functioning. 
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1. Introduction

The human brain is responsible for deciphering the world around us, and

to allow us to interact with the environment appropriately. The auditory

system analyzes all the sounds, all the fine details included in them, the

location where the sounds originate from, in an instant. It is responsible

for the first steps in decoding the sound to a meaning, but unlike a me-

chanical machine, its functioning is not fixed. It is not a “black box” of

which output is always determined by the input. The current state of the

brain, how vigilant the person is, the objectives and mood of the person

hearing a sound or listening to it, all affect how the sound is processed and

what is the outcome. One example of this is that we are able to hear the

nuances of a musical piece, the deliberate introduction of rich dynamics

by the composer or the instrument player, by carefully listening to the mu-

sical piece. Or, when we are alone in a dark forest, we can hear the cracks

and wind humming very vividly, attaching meaning even to the faintest

of sounds, and a sudden unexpected sound can capture our attention in

milliseconds. This is an example of both bottom-up and top-down atten-

tional processes. A salient sound “pops out” and works as the bottom-up

driver, capturing our attention and changing our behavior instantly. The

amplification of faint sounds is an example of top-down influence, where

a signal coming from higher-order areas of our brain, such as the pre-

frontal cortex, connects to the sensory system, and modulates the typical

functioning of the system decoding the input from the outside world.

We can focus our attention to the incoming sound. We can choose who

to listen to in a “cocktail party” (Cherry, 1953) setting where we are sur-

rounded by a number of speakers in different locations, and ignore the

others. There, we are able to voluntarily select another speaker to attend

to, or rapidly switch the speaker grabbing our attention by mentioning our

name, proving that the suppressed background noise is still processed at
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Introduction

some level. Further, we can focus on the small details or features of the

sound. We are capable of finding very small irregularities or oddities in

the sound, for instance when finding for the cause of the malfunctioning

car by listening the engine revving. Practise and previous exposure to

similar sounds makes us even better, and an experienced car mechanic

might be able to say right away what is the cause of the altered motor

sound.

Long-term changes in the brain structures and auditory system func-

tioning have been shown in musicians compared to nonmusicians (Münte

et al., 2002). The short-term enhancements during selective attention,

occuring in seconds or minutes after the task begins, are reflected in the

brain activity as well. In a laboratory setting, it has been shown that

choosing which ear to listen to, not letting it interfere with a competing

message coming to the other ear, is reflected in the brain activity (Hill-

yard et al., 1973), even though we cannot voluntarily turn off the input

to either ear. Further evidence of strong effects of actively listening are

shown in the first two studies of this Thesis.

The senses can further interact with each other, a phenomena which is

exploited in the two last studies of this Thesis. We can understand speech

better if we see the speaker (Sumby and Pollack, 1954). The noisier the

cocktail party, the more we rely on the visual lip movements when trying

to follow the speaker. Seeing speech helps us to create internal predictions

on what is the meaning of the word by reducing the ambivalence of speech

sound. Speech sounds are not fixed, and the sound pattern of speech

sound constituents, phonemes, vary depending on where the phoneme is

in a word. This is called coarticulation (Fowler and Saltzman, 1993), and

it further exemplifies how a straightforward sound signal analysis cannot

explain all the functions the human auditory system is responsible of.

A lot of the sound processing is done in the auditory cortex, located deep

in the folds of temporal cortex. This Thesis focuses on the cortical activity

due to the measurement methods that were used. Changes in the lower

regions are possible as well, and even the functioning of the inner ear,

cochlea, is rapidly modified during various task conditions (Giard et al.,

1994).

This Thesis presents four studies where the top-down influences intro-

duced by task design is reflected in the brain activity. The aim of the first

two studies was to investigate whether a “gain” model (Hillyard et al.,

1998) explains the auditory selective attention, increasing the neural ac-
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tivity to all sounds, or does increase in feature selectivity additionally un-

derlie the enhanced perception. The two last studies concentrate on how

a lipreading task changes the auditory cortex function. Previous studies

have shown that the auditory cortical responses are suppressed (Nummi-

nen and Curio, 1999; Curio et al., 2000). Publication III asks whether the

suppression is general or specific to the lipread sound, and Publication IV

asks how the suppression during lipreading task is related to the speech

production system.
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2. Background

2.1 Neurophysiology

2.1.1 Neural signaling

Neuronal communication takes place through action potentials traveling

in the axons. Axons typically connect to dendrites of other neurons, but

can also connect directly to soma (cell body) or even other axons. The

interesting part, however, happens at the synapses between the axons

and dendrites, where the signals are modified (for a review, Burrone and

Murthy, 2003; Abbott and Regehr, 2004). Whether input signal passes

on is based on the current state of the synapse, for instance, whether

there has been recent synaptic input from other neurons. The synapse

weights are modified constantly at different time scales by experience and

learning. In simplest means this learning is Hebbian: the more often the

neurons are active together, the stronger the connections will become.

In synapses, the communication in the brain is typically chemical, via

the release of neurotransmitters. This release, in turn, strongly affects

the ion concentration between the pre- and postsynaptic terminals. As

ion concentration changes, a post-synaptic potential is generated. This

postsynaptic potential change can either be inhibitory or excitatory, for

decrease and increase of voltage, respectively. Neurons integrate synaptic

inputs both spatially and temporally, so the postsynaptic output can vary

markedly from the input.

2.1.2 Electroencephalography

Activity of single neurons in the human brain cannot be recorded without

opening the skull. Non-invasive recordings of brain function can be ob-

tained safely from healthy volunteers. EEG is a continuous mass-action
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Background

level measure of electric potentials associated with neuronal activity. The

first human recordings of EEG were conducted by Hans Berger and col-

leagues in the 1920s (Berger, 1929). EEG offers a millisecond-level mea-

sure of the human brain function, but it is restricted in spatial accuracy

compared for instance to MEG due to volume conductor effects: the elec-

tric brain-generated signal is distorted in many ways due to skull and

skin physiology when it has to be measured from the scalp (Hämäläinen

et al., 1993).

What, then, are the origins of a continuous EEG signal, electroencephalo-

gram? The most important contribution to EEG (and MEG) signals is

from the pyramidal cells (Hämäläinen et al., 1993), which form majority

of the neurons in the human cerebral cortex (Nieuwenhuys, 1994). These

neurons have long axons and at least one of their spiny dendrites aligned

perpendicular to the cortical surface, and may additionally have long hor-

izontal axon branches allowing intralayer communication. When neurons

are activated in synchrony the postsynaptic potentials they generate sum-

mate up within a few milliseconds. This is because postsynaptic potential

changes are slower than for instance action potentials that last only a 1–2

milliseconds (Kandel et al., 2000). The spatially more organized structure

of pyramidal cells compared to nonpyramidal ones, with evenly placed

synapses, allows spatial summation of both excitatory and inhibitory post-

synaptic potentials. Activation of thousands of neurons generate potential

high enough to be detectable with the current EEG/MEG equipment.

The potential summation finally leads to an extracellular current flow,

primary current, which in turn results in return or volume current when

the ions are under an electric field in a conducting medium. EEG and

MEG measure the electric potential distribution and the electromagnetic

field, respectively, of both primary and volume current (Hämäläinen and

Hari, 2002), but the ultimate goal is to model the primary current. The

large size and parallel orientation of neighbouring pyramidal cell den-

drites increase the combined electromagnetic field they generate com-

pared to nonpyramidal cells (Westbrook, 2000). The distance from a pyra-

mical cell soma to a cluster of terminals in dendrites can be for instance

500 μm (total dendritic length of cell ∼10 mm), whereas nonpyramical

cells extend maybe 100–200 μm (total length ∼3 mm), with dendrites pro-

jecting to several different directions from the soma (Nieuwenhuys, 1994).

EEG is measured using electrodes placed on the skull. EEG electrodes

are typically well-conductive metallic rings (in PI, silver/silver chloride;
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Ag/AgCl), where the conductivity is further enhanced by electrode paste.

As EEG voltage is always a potential difference between two points, at

least two electrodes are needed. In PI, we used an electrode cap, where

the 32 electrodes were evenly placed on an elastic cap, with one desig-

nated reference electrode. More dense EEG electrode configurations with

for instance 128 or 256 electrodes are typically used to obtain better lo-

calization accuracy for the source signal. EEG signal, however, may not

provide the best signal for source localization, as the signal is attenuated,

blurred, and distorted by brain structures and the skull (see Hämäläinen

et al., 1993). EEG signal is very small in amplitude, so it requires am-

plification before further analysis and storage. EEG systems have had

for decades built-in analog-to-digital converters to allow digital data stor-

age for further analysis. Modern EEG setups use an active electrode sys-

tem, where the source signal is amplified by a small circuit placed on the

electrode, but the data in PI were collected with an EEG setup using a

designated amplifier.

2.1.3 Magnetoencephalography

The main source of EEG signal, extracellular current flow, is electromag-

netic, so electrical activity is only one viewpoint for this signal because a

magnetic field is generated as well. A continuous measure of this mag-

netic field is called magnetoencephalogram (MEG), which is used in PII–

PIV of this Thesis. MEG is a newer imaging methodology than EEG, and

was first recorded in 1968 by David Cohen (Cohen, 1968).

MEG signals are very weak compared to for instance the constant mag-

netic field of the earth, so MEG recordings require very sensitive sen-

sors and preferably a shielded room to reduce the effect of external mag-

netic fields (Hämäläinen et al., 1993; Hari et al., 2000). The current

MEG machinery use a set of superconducting quantum interference de-

vice (SQUID) sensors, located in liquid helium in a head-shaped array

(Hämäläinen et al., 1993).

MEG signals can be analyzed in sensor space (like was done in PIII),

similar to what is often used in EEG studies when statistical analyses are

done to the signals from separate electrode channels. The more advanced

option for both EEG and MEG is to use source modeling, for instance

by assuming that the measured brain activity at some time point is gen-

erated by a point-like equivalent current dipole (ECD; Hämäläinen et al.,
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1993). This assumption is reasonable for the early evoked fields generated

by a simple stimulus, as in PII–PIV, and can typically explain over 90%

of the magnetic field at around the peak latency. In PII–PIV the sounds

were presented binaurally, so this calls for two dipoles, one per each hemi-

sphere. In these studies, the dipoles at around 100 ms peak from the

sound onset were at posterior supratemporal plane, location typical to au-

ditory studies (e.g., Hari, 1990; Pantev et al., 1995). However, higher-level

functions or more complex stimuli require more complex models as well,

such as multi-dipole models. At least in these cases, a single ECD then

models the center of gravity of the stimulus-related activity, not necessar-

ily the activity the real, physiologically plausible locations anymore. An

alternative to dipoles is to use distributed source models, such as corti-

cally constrained minimum norm estimates (MNE; Dale et al., 1999; Fis-

chl et al., 1999) to model the brain activity and to complement the dipole

results, as was done in PII.

EEG and MEG signals arise from the same neural source, but the re-

sults from studies using either EEG or MEG should be compared to each

other with caution. While EEG shows signals generated basically at any

point at the cortical surface, regardless the orientation, MEG is more sen-

sitive to superficial and tangential sources that are located in fissures

perpendicular to the scalp. In this context, the source orientation refers

to the ECD orientation modeling the primary current, the localized brain

activity, and is roughly the same as how the pyramidal cells are physiolog-

ically aligned. Compared to EEG, MEG sensors cannot detect source sig-

nals that are generated at cortical sites with exactly radial surface normal

(Hämäläinen et al., 1993), often referred to as radial sources. In practice,

however, the “blindness” of MEG to radial sources is not a big issue due

to complex cortical folding and non-concentric conductor boundaries, and

further only 5% of the cortical surface is nearly radial (0–15°; Hillebrand

and Barnes, 2002). The MEG sensitivity to cortex shape shows up also as

a surface bias in the estimates. As a result, only deep sources and few-

millimeter grooves at the crests of gyri show very weak or non-existent

MEG signals and are better detected by EEG (Hillebrand and Barnes,

2002; Goldenholz et al., 2009). The differential sensitivity to source depth

and to tangential and radial sources that in part cancel each other could

explain why sometimes the results from EEG and MEG, obtained either

simultaneously or from different sessions, differ from each other (Raij

et al., 1997; Ahlfors et al., 2010b).
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2.1.4 Evoked responses

A continuous measure of EEG or MEG is nearly impossible to interpret

to the extend needed in many neuroscientific studies. Only distinct ab-

normalities for instance during sleep and activity generated outside the

brain, such as eyeblinks and muscle artifacts, are visible in the raw sig-

nal. Therefore, an averaging method is often used to increase the signal-

to-noise ratio, even though the current trend is at least try to use the

single-trial data whenever possible (see, e.g., Delorme and Makeig, 2004;

Debener et al., 2006). To obtain an event-related response, say to a flash

of light or a sound, a period of time following the repeating stimulus is

recorded and averaged. This reduces the background neural activity not

time-locked to the stimulus and reveals the neural activity that repeat-

edly follows an event. The background “noise” is a reflection of both on-

going brain activity and real noise (e.g., noise from electronic components

and physical movements). The evoked response typically has fluctuations

that can be categorized and compared further with different task condi-

tions. This evoked response is often called as an event-related potential

(ERP) in EEG, and event-related field (ERF) in MEG.

We utilize in all PI–PIV the most prominent response to sounds played

in isolation, auditory N100 response (for EEG), or its magnetic counter-

part, N100m (for MEG, where ‘m’ stands for ‘magnetic’). The ‘N’ in the

name refers to ‘negative’ voltage in EEG, which is true if the reference

electrode is suitably selected, for instance EEG data recorded from chan-

nel Cz, at the vertex (midline center, top of the scalp), that is referenced to

the nose. The ending ‘100’ tells when the evoked response typically peaks

around 100 ms after sound onset. This latency, however, is not fixed, but

changes as a function of basic sound features like intensity and dominat-

ing frequency (Stufflebeam et al., 1998; Roberts et al., 2000). Additionally,

latency variation is very strong when the sound is masked by a simul-

taneous masker sound (for instance, Hari and Mäkelä, 1988; Okamoto

et al., 2007). N100 amplitude is very selective to the sound characteristics,

and it has both frequency specific and nonspecific components (Näätänen

and Picton, 1987). In fact, the frequency specificity of the auditory N100

response, a feature exploited in PI and PII, was shown already by But-

ler (1968), who found that the N100 amplitude to a 1000-Hz test tone

increases when increasing the frequency difference between a preceding

tone and the test tone.
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2.2 The human auditory system

The human auditory system is responsible for transforming the mechan-

ical energy from pressure changes in a medium (typically air), or sound,

to neural activity. This process has to be efficient due to the transient

nature of the sound. For instance, if we do not hear somebody speaking

properly, we have to ask them to repeat what they were saying, we can-

not “go back” and study the sound in more detail after hearing it. This

is in contrast to vision, where when having troubles seeing something

we can simply look closer in order to focus on the important aspects, as-

suming the image does not vanish, with top-down influence more slowly

enhancing the perception. Auditory system, however, preferably has to

be pretuned to listen to fine details of the sound. If this system is not in

the speech-comprehension ‘mode’, for instance, naive subjects cannot tell

the meaning of a specially constructed speech sound where the formant

transitions are replaced by sine-wave sweeps (Remez et al., 1981), they

will only hear the strange-sounding noise. Only after training or brief ex-

posure to the original speech sound the subjects will hear the sine-wave

speech as speech and can decrypt the message.

2.2.1 The periphery: auditory pathway before the cortex

Human ear is divided to three functional parts: outer, middle, and inner

ear. Even the external parts of the ears, the pinnae, have a function in

hearing as they amplify certain frequencies in order to help to localize

where the sounds are coming from (e.g., Roffler and Butler, 1968). The

sound from the outside environment is transferred through the auditory

canal to the middle ear, bounded by the tympanic membrane. The pres-

sure changes then set the eardrum (also known as tympanic membrane)

in motion.

Middle ear is a small cavity which holds the three small bones (malleus,

incus, stapes) that are linked together, together called the ossicles. They

mechanically change the vibrations to be more suitable for the inner ear,

cochlea, where the sound travels in dense cochlear fluid. Further, middle

ear has muscles to stiffen the ossicles in order to protect the inner ear

from very loud sounds, and to suppress incoming sound during own speech

production (Borg and Zakrisson, 1975).

Cochlea is the main structure that defines the inner ear and it is the
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structure where the sound is finally transformed to neural signal. Sound

travels as a traveling wave by displacing the basilar membrane (BM),

where the inner and outer hair cells (IHCs and OHCs) are located. A sin-

gle human cochlea has about 12 000 OHCs and 3 500 IHCs (Dallos, 1992),

resulting a total of over 30 000 hair cells in both ears. The OHCs con-

tribute actively in hearing, increasing the dynamic range and enhancing

the frequency selectivity of the hearing (Dallos, 1992). The BM is coiled

up in a spiral form, narrower at the beginning, and wider and stiffer at

the end which is physically at the center of the spiral. This anatomical

feature results in a gradual frequency progression, high-frequency sound

maximally displacing the BM and the hair cells attached to it at the be-

ginning, and low-frequency sounds at the end. This is called tonotopy (or

cochleotopy), and this basic organization principle is maintained all the

way to the cortex (e.g., Formisano et al., 2003; Talavage et al., 2004).

The auditory signal is transmitted from the IHCs through the auditory

nerve to several lower nuclei before the cortex. Besides the relatively

straightforward place code described above, where each frequency corre-

sponds to a place in the BM, the neural firing in the auditory nerve fol-

lows the envelope of a sound (Cariani and Delgutte, 1996a,b) especially

for complex sounds (Cedolin and Delgutte, 2005). This allows the pitch

of a complex sound to be encoded in the neural firing patterns even for

sounds lacking the fundamental frequency. Pitch is defined as the rel-

ative frequency sensation of the listener and it is typically close to the

actual frequency content in the case of simple tonal sounds.

After the auditory nerve, the auditory feedforward system first synapses

in the brainstem, in cochlear nucleus. From there, sounds travel via lat-

eral lemniscus to the inferior colliculus (IC), either directly or synapsing

at the superior olivary nucleus. The final synapse before the cortex is right

above the brainstem, in medial geniculate nucleus (MGN) of thalamus.

2.2.2 Auditory cortex

Auditory cortex in primates occupies a marked portion of the cortical sur-

face if it is defined as the cortical area responding to sounds: majority

of superior temporal lobe but also large portions of prefrontal and pari-

etal cortex can be activated by sound, task-dependently (Poremba et al.,

2003). This, if course, does not tell that the areas mapped as responsive

to sounds do not have other function, quite the contrary. Differentially
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specialized areas help integrate the sensory information, and as neurons

even in the primary sensory areas responding to a single modality seem to

be the minority, recent studies have suggested a larger functional role of

for instance the auditory cortex (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006; Winer

and Lee, 2007).

The human auditory cortex is comparable in complexity to non-human

primates (Kaas and Hackett, 2000). One widely used model is that hu-

man AC is organized hierarchically (Wessinger et al., 2001), similar to

other primates (Rauschecker et al., 1995; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000).

The primary area or field (referred to as A1) where the sensory informa-

tion first arrives is most responsive to simple tones. The primary area is

surrounded by non-primary, secondary areas responding preferentially to

complex sounds such as band-passed noise. There is empirical and theo-

retical work suggesting that the sounds project from primary field to ante-

rior “what” and posterior “where” streams, for sound feature and spatial

location analysis, respectively (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Ahveninen

et al., 2006). It should be noted, however, that this functional organiza-

tion is not the whole story, as some neurons in primary areas also have

preference to wider bandwidths (Recanzone et al., 2000), and even show

higher-order specificity (see Nelken, 2008). Species-specific sounds, such

as animal calls or speech in humans, are mostly processed in the sec-

ondary areas (for a review, Rauschecker and Scott, 2009). Processing of

these more complex sounds is done via the aid of multisensory integration

sites where auditory and visual information converge, such as superior

temporal sulcus (STS; Poremba et al., 2003; van Atteveldt et al., 2004;

Beauchamp et al., 2004).

As mentioned before, tonotopic organization starts from the cochlea,

where the mapping is a simple monotopic progression of frequency. Tono-

topy in human AC, however, is a more complex matter, as there seems

to be several tonotopically organized mirror-symmetric fields in both pri-

mary and secondary areas (Kaas and Hackett, 2000; Lütkenhöner et al.,

2003; Talavage et al., 2004; Woods et al., 2009; Humphries et al., 2010).

This results in differential evoked response source locations for high and

low frequency sounds (Romani et al., 1982; Pantev et al., 1995). Interest-

ingly, the tonotopic and sound periodicity progression seem to be orthogo-

nal, as measured by evoked MEG signal sources (Langner et al., 1997).

The organization of AC supports its role in active perception, its func-

tion can rapidly reorganize based on task requirements (Scheich et al.,
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2007; Jääskeläinen et al., 2007). The sound representation in the primary

AC has been shown to closely follow the perception in monkeys (Petkov

et al., 2007), and human studies show strong correspondance with au-

ditory cortex function and behavior at least close to the threshold (see,

e.g., Parasuraman and Beatty, 1980). Some studies show that human

primary auditory cortex is more truthful to the sensory input and is not

modulated by top-down effects such as attention, whereas secondary ar-

eas show stronger modulation (Petkov et al., 2004; Okamoto et al., 2007).

However, a recent intracortical study shows attentional modulation in

both primary and secondary auditory areas (Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007).

2.3 Attention system in the brain

Attention is an important concept for normal brain functioning. We all

know how our senses sensitize when we closely attend something around

us, and especially what can happen when we do not pay attention. Psy-

chological models of attention have divided the attentional systems to sev-

eral subparts. One of the basic concepts is how we voluntary choose one

channel or object to further processing.

The neural basis of selective attention has been studied a lot in the

visual system. There, the executive attentional control network seems

to have two major subsystems: 1) dorsal frontoparietal network and 2)

right ventral frontoparietal network (reviewed in Corbetta and Shulman,

2002). The dorsal network, including intraparietal and superior frontal

cortices, is responsible for both preparation and maintainance of atten-

tion to goal-relevant stimuli, mostly in top-down manner. The ventral

network, including right temporoparietal and right inferior frontal cor-

tices, is activated by involuntary shifts of attention due to sudden, unex-

pected events, or bottom-up processing. These same attentional control

systems seems to hold for the auditory attention as well (Shomstein and

Yantis, 2004), although there are some differences between them (Salmi

et al., 2007). Still, several auditory studies have shown the involvement

of prefrontal and parietal sites (e.g., Tzourio et al., 1997; Alho et al., 1999;

Zatorre et al., 1999; Shomstein and Yantis, 2006; Degerman et al., 2006;

Salmi et al., 2009).
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2.4 Multisensory processing

Perceiving the world around is naturally multisensory. We integrate in-

formation from different senses to form a rich model of the environment,

and to increase efficancy in the typical real-world case of noisy sensory in-

put. Understanding speech, for instance, is easier if our brains generate

internal representations that integrate auditory, visual and motor infor-

mation from the senses and our previous knowledge of the speech struc-

ture. Recently, it has been proposed that the whole organizational prin-

ciple of the cortex is multisensory (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006), and

that investigating a single modality at a time gives a limited view of the

function. Large number of multisensory connections are typical for nor-

mal functioning of the brain, but multisensory interactions and reorga-

nization of sensory areas are even more pronounced in sensory-deprived

humans such as blind and deaf (Kujala et al., 2000).

The pioneering neurophysiological works in the area of multisensory

integration were done with single-cell recordings from superior colliculus

(SC) of a cat (reviewed in Stein and Meredith, 1993). Auditory, visual, and

somatosensory information converge in SC, and single SC neurons can

show complicated firing patterns based on the relative strenghts of the

inputs and their temporal and spatial proximity. SC is an anatomically

small structure that lies deep in the midbrain, below thalamus, so human

data showing specific multisensory effects in SC or other early structures

are scarce (see, e.g., Musacchia et al., 2006, 2007) and the section below

handles mostly human data showing cortical effects.

2.4.1 Audiovisual integration of information

Audiovisual interactions are a special case of multisensory processing,

partly because of the special nature of speech in our communication, but

also because both allow inflow of information from a distance, from an

external event. The visual system is connected to the auditory cortex

both directly (Falchier et al., 2002; Rockland and Ojima, 2003; Cappe

and Barone, 2005) and through heteromodal areas (Lewis and Van Es-

sen, 2000; Schroeder and Foxe, 2002; Kayser and Logothetis, 2009), and

through subcortical thalamic projections (Cappe et al., 2009).

The McGurk effect (McGurk and MacDonald, 1976), where the subjects

perceive /da/ when auditory version of /ba/ and mouth movements from
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/ga/ are simultaneously presented, is an example of multisensory nature

of audiovisual speech perception. The timing of the inputs is crucial,

however. For speech comprehension, this temporal window of integra-

tion is relative large, several hundred milliseconds (Massaro et al., 1996;

van Wassenhove et al., 2007). Still, even faster integration of auditory

and visual information can occur within milliseconds, as shown by an il-

lusion where nearly-simultaneous auditory clicks can alter the number of

perceived flashes (Shams et al., 2000).

2.4.2 Speech

Speech is processed in the brain differently from sounds sharing similar

complexity (e.g., Belin et al., 2000; Leaver and Rauschecker, 2010). This is

because understanding and parsing speech requires an interplay between

a number of high-level cortical areas.

A few alternative theories tackle on how speech is fundamentally pro-

cessed in the brain. The basic idea behind the popular motor theory (or

theories) of speech and the more recent mirror neuron theory (Liberman

et al., 1967; Liberman and Mattingly, 1985; Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998;

Liberman and Whalen, 2000) is that the speech comprehension occurs via

transforming the perceived speech to the intended or actual (see Diehl

et al., 2004) articulations of the speaker. These articulations or small

gestures such as lip and jaw movements are the objects on how speech

is spliced up in the brain, and by grouping these basic invariant objects

together the syllable and word comprehension are ultimately possible.

The alternative approach to speech perception is that speech is like any

other sound we hear and we analyze the acoustical features of it from

the bottom up, from simple to complex. What seems the most probable

explanation of speech perception is that motor system is indeed strongly

involved, but is not necessary for it (see, e.g., Watkins et al., 2003; Sams

et al., 2005), or that the speech motor and acoustic processing occurs in

a complementary fashion within the posterior and anterior auditory pro-

cessing streams, respectively (Jääskeläinen, 2010).
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2.5 Top-down effects in the auditory system

The human auditory system function can be modified during different

task requirements. This modulation is especially strong in the cortex,

where higher-level operations are done, but can be seen at earlier and

lower levels of the system. For instance, selective attention enhances and

modifies the response patterns in the AC (e.g., Hillyard et al., 1973; Hari

et al., 1989; Rif et al., 1991), but modulation can be seen at lower lev-

els such as in IC (Rinne et al., 2008) and even in cochlear activity (Giard

et al., 1994; Maison et al., 2001).

Besides attention, for instance memory and speech perception can have

profound influence on the auditory-cortex responses. Auditory cortex ac-

tivation can even occur without sound, during auditory imagery (e.g.,

Halpern and Zatorre, 1999; Schürmann et al., 2002; Jäncke and Shah,

2004; Bunzeck et al., 2005), during omission of sound while listening to

a piece of familiar music (Kraemer et al., 2005) or a regular pattern of

sounds (Raij et al., 1997), and during a lipreading task without sound

input (Calvert et al., 1997; MacSweeney et al., 2000; Pekkola et al., 2005).

The auditory cortex has several functional organization principles, such

as the tonotopy introduced in the last section. Due to these functional

maps and multitude of local connections, it has recently been proposed

that the auditory cortex always adapts to task needs depending on the

goal (Scheich et al., 2007; Jääskeläinen et al., 2007). The benefit of gain

or selectivity increase during task conditions is to enhance for instance

stimulus detection or discrimination, both task types actually relying on

overlapping but dissociable brain networks (see Tramo et al., 2005).

2.5.1 Effects of selective attention

Attending closely a train of standard tones allocates resources in the brain

when we continually try to match the new sound to the internal template.

Typical finding is that during a focused attention task the sensory-specific

responses are modulated compared to a passive baseline. One view to

the attention-modulated brain activity is the direct enhancement of neu-

ronal assemblies generating the N100/N100m response. Attentional gain

control (Hillyard et al., 1998; Kerlin et al., 2010) has been an influental

theory for several years, showing that attention increases the stimulus-

evoked brain activity by some magnitude. Studies in the visual system
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have shown that whether this gain increase occurs on its own, or whether

there are selectivity increase may depend on the stimulus characteristics

and the relative size of attentional foci (Herrmann et al., 2010), or other

objects in the visual field (Lee and Maunsell, 2010). One solution to this

confound is convergence to a model where both gain and selectivity in-

creases may take place simultaneously (e.g., Reynolds and Heeger, 2009;

Lee and Maunsell, 2009). This kind of weighted model has recently been

proposed also for multisensory influence (Ohshiro et al., 2011).

In auditory studies, there are numerous reports of increase in neural

response amplitude, i.e., gain control, when attending to relevant sounds.

This is the case in several research modalities: in EEG (Hillyard et al.,

1973; Woldorff and Hillyard, 1991; Tiitinen et al., 1993; Alcaini et al.,

1994), MEG (Hari et al., 1989; Rif et al., 1991; Woldorff et al., 1993; Fu-

jiwara et al., 1998), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI; Pugh

et al., 1996; Grady et al., 1997; Jäncke et al., 1999; Petkov et al., 2004;

Rinne et al., 2005; Woods et al., 2009), and in positron emission topog-

raphy (PET; Alho et al., 1999; Hugdahl et al., 1999; Zatorre et al., 1999;

Alho et al., 2003).

The alternative view to the observed response modulation during se-

lective attention is that it manifests from attention-related activity in-

dependent of stimulus-evoked, exogenous N100/N100m generation. This

evoked response component has been named processing negativity (PN)

(see Näätänen, 1982, 1992), or processing field (PF) in MEG (Hari et al.,

1989). PN/PF is calculated as the negative difference wave (Nd/Ndm)

by subtracting attended from non-attended ERPs/ERFs. This negativity

starts from about 50–100 ms after the stimulus, peaks highest at 180–

200 ms, and lasts for several hundred milliseconds (Näätänen, 1982). Nd

features are sensitive to the experimental paradigm. It has a complex

task difficulty dependency so that a more difficult task with higher sound

presentation rate of sounds often reduces the latency of Nd compared to

an easy task (see Näätänen et al., 1992). However, setting the experiment

more demanding by reducing the sound discriminability increases the la-

tency and reduces the amplitude of Nd (e.g., Hansen and Hillyard, 1980;

Alho et al., 1987; Nahum et al., 2009), sometimes with amplitude increase

especially with subjects with poorer performance (Nahum et al., 2009).

Due to methodological limitations EEG or MEG cannot accurately an-

swer for a single experimental dataset which attention-related enhance-

ment model is better suited because separating both spatially and tempo-
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rally overlapping signals is practically impossible. For instance, besides

Nd, auditory N100/N100m response is known to be sensitive to the pre-

sentation rate (Hari et al., 1982; Näätänen and Picton, 1987) and has sev-

eral spatially distinct subcomponents with different properties (Näätä-

nen and Picton, 1987). Thus, auditory attention studies with similar

paradigms and similar attentional enhancements can be interpreted us-

ing either model: either by specific modulation of N100/N100m subcompo-

nents or by summation of task and feature-specific attentional processes,

with N100/N100m generators mostly intact. There are, however, evidence

from intracortical recordings in humans that support the notion that

N100/N100m and later-latency component P200 are directly enhanced

during attention (Neelon et al., 2006; Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007; Neelon

et al., 2011) instead of supplemental attention-induced activity explain-

ing the response enhancement. But, notably even these studies cannot

definitely rule this PN/PF view out due to very focal recording sites. Still,

explaining the experimental data by extra processes and components that

are very sensitive to the sound presentation rate (Neelon et al., 2011) and

task demands might lead to an overly complex model of brain function

during active perception. This is especially the case when the same data

could be explained in a neurobiologically plausible way such as by dif-

ferentially adapted neuronal populations instead of distinct task-specific

processes (see, e.g., Ulanovsky et al., 2003; Jääskeläinen et al., 2007; May

and Tiitinen, 2010).

2.5.2 Effects of lipreading and own speech production

During audiovisual speech perception, lipreading affects early auditory

processing at ∼100 ms from sound onset, by enhancing (Giard and Peron-

net, 1999; Hertrich et al., 2007) or suppressing the N100/N100m ampli-

tude (Klucharev et al., 2003; Besle et al., 2004; Jääskeläinen et al., 2004b;

van Wassenhove et al., 2005). The stimulus congruency, whether the audi-

tory and visual stimuli are compatible, affects the responses (Sams et al.,

1991). The lipreading-induced suppression involves simple tone-evoked

N100m amplitude as well (Numminen and Curio, 1999; Curio et al., 2000;

Houde et al., 2002), similar to the suppression effect during own speech

production (Numminen et al., 1999). Even earlier effects at the level of

brainstem during a lipreading task have been shown (Musacchia et al.,

2006). And, in fact, producing speech suppresses the auditory system at
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low frequencies already before the cochlea by stiffening the middle-ear

stapedius muscle (Borg and Zakrisson, 1975).

2.5.3 Neural substrate for top-down effects

Animal models have shown that cholinergic modulation from the nu-

cleus basalis can rapidly reorganize primary auditory cortex function and

receptive fields (RFs; Weinberger, 1998, 2004), and that the amount of

acetylcholine (ACh) during encoding affects the specificity of the auditory

sensory memory (Weinberger et al., 2006). Release of ACh into cortex can

change the RFs for instance towards the attended stimulus frequency,

with differential time course for inhibitory and excitatory synapses, re-

sulting a cortical memory trace similar to what happens in perceptual

learning (Weinberger, 1998; Froemke et al., 2007; Weinberger, 2007). This

is similar to plasticity that has been observed in other sensory systems

(Rauschecker, 1999) and enables reorganization of cortical networks to

task requirements (Jääskeläinen et al., 2007).

Besides cholinergic modulation, noradrenergic modulation from locus

coeruleus can selectively modify the neural activity, enhancing the signal-

to-noise ratio of relevant signals, compatible with perceptual benefits of

selective attention (Hirata et al., 2006). Noradregeneric modulation could

also occur indirectly via frontal areas (see Sarter et al., 2001).

These two modulators probably serve a different purpose, as nora-

drenergic modulation has different dynamics than cholinergic modula-

tion during a visual attention task (Dalley et al., 2001). Further, these

two different modulators probably target different attentional networks:

goal-directed top-down network is affected by cholinergic drugs, whereas

stimulus-driven bottom-up network by noradrenergic drugs (see Corbetta

and Shulman, 2002). Due to their slow time course, cholinergic inputs

play a role especially in difficult tasks requiring sustained selective at-

tention (for a review, Sarter et al., 2001).
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3. Objectives of the studies

The general aim of this Doctoral Thesis is to investigate mechanisms

of top-down influences in the human auditory cortex of healthy volun-

teers by means of non-invasive electrophysiological recordings (EEG and

MEG). The studies focused on the effects during three task conditions:

1) under selective attention, when responding to sound features (PI and

PII), 2) while lipreading (PIII and PIV), and finally, 3) during a silent

speech-production task (PIV). The basic idea is to investigate what hap-

pens to the auditory cortex when we are focusing our attention willingly

towards the sounds compared to baseline, or when we are focusing our

attention away from the sounds by doing a visual task that either does

have some (PIII) or does not have any clear relevance (PI, PII, and PIV)

to the presented sounds. Previous literature suggests that selective at-

tention enhances the neural responses, most typically by increasing the

neural gain (Hillyard et al., 1998), that is, by increasing the response am-

plitudes. The crossmodal effect during a lipreading task (Klucharev et al.,

2003; Besle et al., 2004) and speaking either silently or aloud (Numminen

and Curio, 1999) is the opposite, auditory-evoked neural responses to ex-

ternal sounds are suppressed in amplitude.

The specific objectives of the individual studies included in the Thesis

are listed below, main study question(s) emphasized.

In PI, we investigated how attention influences the population-level fre-

quency tuning. We measured the N100 amplitude with EEG as a function

of notch width using continuous notched-noise maskers and tones pre-

sented at the center of the notch. Previous study dating years back (Sams

and Salmelin, 1994) estimates the frequency tuning in passive-only con-

dition. Here, our study question was does the gain model hold, or does

attention increase the feature selectivity as well during an active listening

task. We specifically hypothesized here that gain-only mechanism would
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increase the response with all the notches, whereas frequency selectivity

increase would modulate the amplitudes differentially with narrow and

wide notches.

In PII the attentional enhancements were explored in more detail to

complement the previous results. With MEG we asked 1) where the atten-

tional modulation occurs by localizing the responses to auditory areas, 2)

are there are hemispheric differences or temporal dynamics in the atten-

tional modulation. Here, we used longer auditory stimulus than in PI in

order to see the potentially differential changes in the initial sound onset-

sensitive N100m response and in the later-latency sustained response.

PIII used MEG to explore specificity of the lipreading-related auditory-

cortex suppression effect. We used frequency-modulated (FM) tones sweep-

ing from low to high frequencies, or vice versa, as our auditory stimuli.

The FM sweeps are simplified versions of the formant transitions used in

speech. Our main goal here was to study whether the N100m response

modulation during lipreading is specific to the presented sound. We hy-

pothesized that lipreading /ga/ will have different effect on the ascending

and descending frequency slopes than lipreading /ba/, because the /ba/

and /ga/ sounds have ascending and descending second-formant transi-

tions, respectively.

In PIV, we hypothesized that lipreading task modulates early auditory

processing, and this processing can be seen even at the level of simple

tone-evoked MEG responses. We asked 1) whether lipreading has dif-

ferential effect on the frequency range critical to speech perception (ap-

proximately 500–4000 Hz), and 2) is the suppression effect both for the

lipreading and covert speech production tasks quantitatively and qualita-

tively similar. We envisioned that possible similarity during the two tasks

would suggest whether the suppression effect shares the same neural ba-

sis.
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4. Summary of Publications

This chapter summarizes the main methods and findings of PI–PIV. The

aim of this chapter is to give an overview of the studies, as the actual

studies hold the fine-grained details necessary for replication or a follow-

up study. Since the used methodology and means of data collection and

analysis were quite identical in all individual studies reported in PI–PIV,

only the stimuli, results and implications from each study are handled

separately. Table 4.1 briefly summarizes the methodological similarities

and differences of the studies.

4.1 Materials and methods common to all studies

All of the experiments were carried out at Aalto University School of Sci-

ence. The first one, reported in PI, applied only EEG, with 32-channel

EEG system (Brain Products GmbH, Germany) that was located at the

Department of Biomedical Engineering and Computational Science. The

measurements were carried in a shielded room, providing attenuation

for both external acoustical and radio frequency (RF) interference. MEG

recordings were done at Low Temperature Laboratory, Aalto University

School of Science, using a 306-channel whole-head neuromagnetometer

(Vectorview, Elekta Neuromag). The MEG device was located in three-

layer, magnetically shielded room, so external electromagnetic interfer-

ence was minimal.

The subjects included in the studies were all healthy volunteers, mostly

young university staff and students. Their eye sight was normal or

corrected-to-normal and hearing ability normal, based on self report.

Stimulus delivery was computerized to allow stimulus event triggering

to the EEG/MEG device. In PI, the sounds were presented using a set
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Pub. Method Subjects Auditory stimuli Visual stimuli Task of the subject

PI EEG N=20,

age 18–28

years,

mean 23

Tones (100 ms,

1000 Hz) at hear-

ing threshold with

continuous notched

noise

Fixation cross; Silent

movie

Oddball, detect de-

viants (auditory task)

/ Watch movie (pas-

sive control)

PII MEG N=14,

age 21–46

years,

mean 29

Tones (300 ms,

1000 Hz) at hear-

ing threshold with

continuous notched

noise

Gabor patches Oddball, detect au-

ditory or visual de-

viants

PIII MEG N=8, age

22–32

years,

mean 26

FM sweeps (50 ms,

frequency range 200–

2800 Hz), 55 dB over

hearing threshold

(clearly audible)

Visual articulation of

/ba/ and /ga/ or still

face

Detect visual stim-

ulus change (block

level, from one stim-

ulus type to another)

PIV MEG N=19,

age 20–32

years,

mean 24

Tones (50 ms, 125–

8000 Hz), 55 dB over

hearing threshold

(clearly audible)

Visual articulation of

/a/, /i/, /o/, /y/; Still

face; Ring expansion

Detect repetition

(articulations and

rings); eyes focused

on mouth area (still

face); covert speech

production (still face)

Table 4.1. Experimental setups of the studies included in the Thesis.

of high-quality computer loudspeakers, and visual stimuli were displayed

on a computer monitor. In PII, sounds were presented free-field as well,

using an MEG-compatible panel loudspeaker. In PIII and PIV, acoustical

stimulus delivery was done using a set of flexible tubes and ear inserts,

with sound source located outside the MEG shielded room. In all MEG

studies (PII–PIV), visual stimuli were identically displayed using a back-

projector screen located in front of the subject.

For all of the studies, EEG and MEG raw signal was recorded with a

high sampling rate (PI: 500 Hz, PII: 2000 Hz, PIII and PIV: 600 Hz) to

allow more freedom in the later offline analyses. Epochs time-locked to

auditory stimulus presentation were averaged to obtain ERPs and ERFs.

Both ERPs/ERFs and raw data were monitored online in order to assess

the data quality and to detect possible problems with subjects (exces-

sive movements, continuous eyeblinks). For the actual analyses, offline-

averaged data were used, with artifact rejection, baseline correction and

lowpass filtering (typically only up to 40 Hz) suitable for the study goals.
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4.2 Publication I - Selective attention to sounds increases both
gain and frequency selectivity

The first study was a psychophysical experiment involving several

notched-noise maskers presented together with short sinusoidal tones.

The maskers were created by bandstop filtering white noise with a para-

metrically varying notch width. The relative level of the masker and

tones were adjusted so that 1000-Hz tones were at 50% hearing thresh-

old (Levitt, 1971) with the white noise masker. The setup was similar to

an earlier study done by Sams and Salmelin (1994) with the addition of

auditory attention tasks. We compared ERPs to the standard tone during

both attended and unattended tasks. During the auditory task the sub-

jects discriminated either frequency (1020 Hz vs. 1000 Hz) or duration

deviants (150 ms vs. 100 ms) from the ongoing train of standard tones.

The results (Figure 4.1d) confirmed the classical finding that selective

attention modulates the auditory cortex activity at around 100 ms latency

by means of increased signal power (Hillyard et al., 1973). Increased

neural gain alone was not sufficient to explain the response magnitude

changes with different noise maskers, however, and based on computa-

tional simulations done at neural population level (Figure 4.1a,b) we pro-

posed that enhanced frequency selectivity of auditory cortex neurons is a

necessary factor in addition to increased neural gain. These results were

replicated in humans using MEG (Okamoto et al., 2007), and supporting

data has been obtained for instance from owl visual system (Winkowski

and Knudsen, 2008).

4.3 Publication II - Frequency-specific attentional modulation was
differential for the initial N100 and the later-latency sustained
response

Here, we probed the auditory frequency selectivity again with tones em-

bedded in spectrally complex notched-noise masker as in PI. This time

we measured MEG signals instead of EEG in order to localize the sources

accurately. Further, we included an active visual control task and added

an extended selection of notches.

Using MEG, we replicated the same selective attention enhancement

at the initial peak (N100m) as in PI (Figure 4.2a vs. Figure 4.1c). This
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Figure 4.1. (a) Hypothesized top-down effects under selective attention in PI and PII.
The bell-shaped curve in the leftmost column represents the single-neuron
receptive field with 1-kHz best frequency during baseline condition of PI.
There, the subjects were instructed to ignore the sounds and watch a silent
movie. The noise masker, represented in grey, overlaps the single-neuron re-
ceptive field, and the red-coloured area how likely the neuron will respond.
(b) Schematical results on how the various mechanisms would be seen at pop-
ulation level as a function of noise gap width. (c) Grand average global field
power (GFP) measure of the evoked responses. (d) Results of PI that were
best explained by a combination of gain increase and narrowing of receptive
fields.

was, however, the case only during playback of the continous masker (Fig-

ure 4.2b). In PI, the attention effect was found both with and without

masker sound, whereas in PII the attention effect was absent when the
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tones were played alone. The differential sensitivity of MEG and EEG

to auditory cortex source orientation (Ahlfors et al., 2010a) could explain

both this confounding result and why the interaction effect shown in EEG

data in PI failed to reach significance for the initial N100m response

recorded in MEG. The later-latency sustained response at around 300–

400 ms showed interaction with the notch width (Figure 4.2c), especially

in the left hemisphere. The most prominent enhancement was with the

narrowest notches (±50–±200 Hz).

Our results show evidence of a dual-stage filtering mechanism of sen-

sory input in the human auditory cortex: 1) gain increase of attended

sounds at early (∼100 ms) latencies bilaterally in posterior parts of the

secondary auditory areas, and 2) adaptive filtering of attended sounds

from task-irrelevant background masker at longer latency (∼300 ms) in

more medial regions, predominantly in the left hemisphere, enhancing

processing of near-threshold sounds. This is possibly a reflection of spe-

cific adaptation in the antero-ventral “what” stream (Jääskeläinen et al.,

2004a; Ahveninen et al., 2006; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; Leaver and

Rauschecker, 2010). The results of PII indicate that higher-order areas in

the hierarchy show more feature-selective top-down modulatory influence

than the more posterior auditory areas, where the initial and less specific

auditory analysis is performed.

4.4 Publication III - Lipreading a specific phoneme results a
specific suppression of auditory-evoked response

In this study, we asked whether lipreading-related auditory cortex sup-

pression is specific to the lipread phoneme. For this, we performed

an MEG experiment where we played the subjects a continuum of

short frequency-modulated sine-wave sweeps while they were lipreading

phonemes. The sweeps were created parametrically, from ascending to

descending in frequency, to cover the second-formant transitions of /ba/ to

/ga/, through /da/ (see Figure 4.3). Additionally, we played the subjects

the common first formant transition shared by /ga/, /da/, and /ba/, all in

random order.

The results (Figure 4.4) show that lipreading /ga/ suppressed specifically

the left-hemisphere N100m response for the last formant of the contin-

uum with the steepest descend. This is equivalent to the formant sound
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Figure 4.2. Results of PII. (a) Grand average (N = 14) source waveforms (±standard
error of the mean, shaded areas) from PII for each stimulus type, hemisphere
and condition. The source waveforms illustrate the gradual suppression of
response amplitudes and increase in latency with narrower notches, similar
to Figure 4.1c. (b) N100m source strengths were clearly modulated by masker
type and attention. The attention increased the response amplitude in both
hemispheres with all the notches, but this time without frequency specificity.
(c) Sustained response amplitude showed frequency specific modulation in
the left hemisphere with the narrowest notches.
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Figure 4.3. A schematic of the stimuli used in PIII. (a) Simplified time-frequency rep-
resentations (spectrograms) of the syllables /ba/, /da/, and /ga/. The second-
formant transition is ascending for /ba/, nearly level for /da/ and descending
for /ga/. The first- and second-formant frequency transitions that were used
as the basis for generating the actual stimuli are marked in shades of gray.
(b) The actual FM sweeps used in the study.

that is included in the auditory /ga/. We propose that this reflects an adap-

tation of neuronal populations tuned to formant transitions. Additionally,

we found that lipreading suppressed the first common formant in general,

but more prominently while lipreading /ga/ than while lipreading /ba/.

4.5 Publication IV - Lipreading and covert speech production
suppress the auditory cortex reactivity via similar mechanism

Previous studies have shown that during both observation of speech

(lipreading) and producing speech the auditory cortex responses are sup-

pressed. In this study we studied if there is frequency specificity in

this suppression, and whether the effects are identical for lipreading and

silent (covert) speech production. Covert speech production task here

meant that the subjects were silently and without mouth movements, in

a self-paced manner, producing the same Finnish vowels that they were

lipreading (/a/, /i/, /o/, and /y/).
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Figure 4.4. Results of PIII. Leftmost bars show response suppression for the first com-
mon formant (F1). Importantly, there was a specific suppression of the for-
mant transition corresponding to /ga/ sound (F2e, rightmost bars) only while
lipreading /ga/. © 2008 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, Inc. Reprinted with
permission.

Our results, depicted in Figure 4.5, show that during both lipreading

and covert speech tasks, auditory-cortex responses to probe sounds of all

frequencies were suppressed identically. In addition to the strong and

generic suppression effect, a smaller suppression effect time-locked to the

mouth opening during the lipreading task was observed (Figure 4.5b).

The results suggest that the top-down influence causing response sup-

pression is possibly due to an efference copy signal from the speech pro-

duction system. This means that especially in extreme cases when we are

lipreading without matching sound, we are using our speech production

system to help reach the goal of understanding only the lip movements.
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Figure 4.5. Results of PIV. (a) The response suppression effect was practically identi-
cal in amplitude at all tested sound frequencies during both lipreading and
covert speech production tasks. (b) Further, during lipreading task, we ob-
served a combination of amplitude and latency effect time-locked to mouth
opening in video (from 400–700 ms to 700–1000 ms). Here, all frequencies
are pooled together, and the gray area shows the mean ± standard error of
the mean.
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5. Discussion

5.1 Active role of the hierarchical auditory system

Taken together, the results of PI–PIV suggest that we cannot think of the

human auditory cortex as a simple “black box”, one input always resulting

in an identical output. Indeed, human auditory cortex has been shown

to be highly flexible in its function (Scheich et al., 2007; Jääskeläinen

et al., 2007). Our method of investigation using a non-invasive methodol-

ogy is of course not as detailed as animal single-cell studies that show

strong receptive field plasticity (e.g., Fritz et al., 2003, 2005), or sub-

durally recorded human studies on epileptic patients that show drastic

changes during attention (Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007; Neelon et al., 2011).

Here, in all studies, we aimed to create a baseline to which we compared

the active conditions with identical stimuli but with different task instruc-

tions. Thus, the bottom-up input reaching the ear was identical, but due to

top-down information from the frontoparietal areas related to attentional

control networks (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002), or visual and multisen-

sory areas see (e.g., Arnal et al., 2009), the auditory cortical activity was

strongly modified.

The auditory stimuli are processed hierarchically (Wessinger et al.,

2001), with information initially flowing to primary areas and thereafter

to secondary auditory association and multisensory sites. We focused

on the N100/N100m response because it was the most prominent and of

highest amplitude in EEG/MEG and showed the majority of attention-

ally and cross-modally induced changes. In PII, the later-latency sus-

tained response at 300–400 ms from the stimulus onset was found to be

more frequency specific, supporting the hierarchical organization, with

several distinct processing stages (Woods and Alain, 2001; Escera et al.,

2003). This is also related to an early study which shows, based on sim-
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ple tone stimulus experiment, that later-latency P300 responses show

the feature-specific top-down effects instantly during the course of whole

experiment, compared to the N100 effect which took 30–45 s to emerge

and vanished after 7 minutes (Donald and Young, 1982). In crossmodal

studies, where audiovisual or speech perception is involved, in amplitude

stronger later-latency response modulation is also typical besides the ini-

tial early-latency effects (Klucharev et al., 2003; Besle et al., 2004; Talsma

and Woldorff, 2005), starting from 50 ms after the stimulus.

5.2 Top-down controlled enhancements and suppressions

Here we show that the results for two types of top-down influence, lipread-

ing and intramodal selective attention, seem to be the opposite at the

grand, macroscopic level of the underlying neural activity that the av-

eraged EEG and MEG responses reflect. On one hand, selective atten-

tion enhanced the response amplitudes in both PI and PII with all of the

masker sounds. Additionally, the enhancement in N100 (PI) and the sus-

tained response (PII) amplitude was proportionally larger with narrower

frequency notches. This suggests a more profound enhancement when

the masker sound nearly maximally attenuates the tones. This is when

more effort is required from the subject to perform in the task, and the

extra boost given by selective attention is crucial in segregating the task-

relevant sounds from noise. Lipreading, on the other hand, was shown to

suppress the N100m responses specifically when the FM sweep, auditory

“building block” of speech sound, and the visual articulation were related

(PIII). In PIV, the findings of general suppression already reported before

(Numminen and Curio, 1999; Curio et al., 2000) were further extended

by showing the dynamics of the suppression depended on the stage of the

articulation, and showing that both lipreading task and silent speech pro-

duction suppressed the auditory cortex reactivity identically.

The observed enhancement in N100/N100m amplitude during selective

attention in PI and PII was to be expected, and is in line with a long his-

tory of selective attention studies (Hillyard et al., 1973; Hari et al., 1989;

Rif et al., 1991; Woldorff and Hillyard, 1991; Tiitinen et al., 1993; Woldorff

et al., 1993; Alcaini et al., 1994; Fujiwara et al., 1998). What was novel

here was the frequency specificity of the effect. The feature specificity of

the auditory attention effect, in combination with gain increase, has only
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recently been shown besides the results of PI and PII (Okamoto et al.,

2007; Neelon et al., 2011), whereas several visual attention studies in hu-

mans show both gain and selectivity increase (e.g., Murray and Wojciulik,

2004; Huang and Dobkins, 2005; Herrmann et al., 2010). What remains

to be seen is the mechanism of the effect, whether sharpening of the fre-

quency tuning is mediated for instance by thalamocortical input to layer 4

(O’Connell et al., 2011).

The alternative view to N100/N100m modulation during attention call-

ing for independent attention-dependent neural generators (Näätänen,

1982) does not fit the present results well for instance due to complex-

ity of the modulation with different notch widths. As seen in both PI and

PII, the attention-related enhancement was not directly proportional to

the task difficulty increase. Additionally, the slow presentation rate of

standard sounds used both in PI and PII would predict a small attention-

related enhancement, as shown in MEG (Rif et al., 1991) and fMRI (Rinne

et al., 2005) studies where the rate dependency was tested. Many of the

classical auditory attention studies (starting from Hillyard et al., 1973)

used a dichotic listening paradigm with very high presentation rate, up

to 8-fold or more compared to the one used in PI and PII, to reveal the

attentional enhancements as too slow a rate could remove the effect (see

Näätänen and Picton, 1987).

The novelty of these auditory attention-related enhancements is most

probably related to the continuous notched-noise masker sound used to

set the attended sounds very close to the hearing threshold, additionally

causing an interplay between the attended tones and the masker sound

(Lee and Maunsell, 2009). The continuous masker tentatively adapted the

non-specific evoked response generators, letting the frequency-specific,

sharply tuned neuronal populations activate in response to the attended

tones. The lack of N100m attention effect in PII with no masker sound

also partially confirms that the effect is specific to the experimental setup.

Alternatively, this partial lack of attention effect could be interpreted so

that the task difficulty should be high enough to induce attention effects

with MEG, similar to what has been observed in auditory periphery (Gi-

ard et al., 1994).

In PI and PII, both dorsal and ventral attentional subsystems (see Back-

ground section and Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Shomstein and Yan-

tis, 2004) were likely involved due to stimulus design. The notched-noise

masker sound largely suppressed the faint tones, while the subjects were
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working hard to discriminate the stimuli from each other. This probably

resulted in a dynamic interplay with the bottom-up and top-down stimu-

lus processing, operated by ventral and dorsal attentional networks, re-

spectively. In fact, for audition, the bottom-up and top-down mechanisms

cannot be easily separated, as they operate on highly overlapping areas

(Salmi et al., 2009). Additionally, the shifts between auditory and visual

tasks in PII presumably activated the dorsal subsystem, as a similar task-

shifting paradigm has shown to activate posterior parietal and superior

prefrontal cortices (Shomstein and Yantis, 2004). In PIII and PIV, how-

ever, probably only the dorsal attentional network was involved especially

during the task changes but also during the sustained visual attention.

Simultaneous auditory and visual events can modulate both unimodal

sensory cortices and multimodal areas. However, whether the modula-

tion is enhancing or suppressing at the grand scale is not clear. Recently,

a concept of multisensory integration through divisive normalization dur-

ing multimodal perception was proposed (Ohshiro et al., 2011), similar to

a model explaining attention effects by normalization in the visual sys-

tem (Reynolds and Heeger, 2009). This normalization of the multisensory

input depending on whether the inputs are optimal for the given modality

can explain both super- and supra-additivity, both effect types often seen

in for instance audiovisual EEG/MEG studies on speech perception (Giard

and Peronnet, 1999; Klucharev et al., 2003; Besle et al., 2004; Jääskeläi-

nen et al., 2004b; van Wassenhove et al., 2005; Hertrich et al., 2007).

Functional MRI studies in humans have shown increase in both multi-

sensory and primary sensory areas during a presentation of simultaneous

audiovisual stimuli (Noesselt et al., 2007). Opposite effect types where the

primary sensory areas are suppressed but multimodal areas such as STS

are enhanced seem to occur when the subjects bind the audiovisual events

together (Bushara et al., 2003). Alternatively, these differences could be

explained by different visual modulatory pathways, a direct connection

from the visual motion area to the auditory areas versus a slower feed-

back connection through STS that depends on the congruency of signals

(Arnal et al., 2009).

5.2.1 A unified model to explain the observed modulations

All the effects could theoretically be explained by specific adaptation of

the neural generators underlying the N100/N100m, as depicted in Figure
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5.1. However, the present results do not directly answer to the claims, the

possible adaptation mechanisms remain an open question.

5.3 Source of top-down modulatory signal

All present studies showed modulation of N100/N100m response, gener-

ated in the planum temporale. However, the top-down signal modulat-

ing the auditory-cortex activity can originate from extratemporal, non-

auditory areas. In PI and PII, top-down modulatory signal under selec-

tive attention was probably from the prefrontal areas, part of the atten-

tional control networks in the brain (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Shom-

stein and Yantis, 2004). The prefrontal areas act as a gating mechanism

(reviewed in Knight et al., 1999) modulating already the middle-latency

evoked responses (at around 25–35 ms) to simple click sounds (Knight

et al., 1989). Patients with frontal lobe lesions show, besides poorer task

performance, reduction in attention-related effects at around 80–500 ms

latency in EEG (Knight et al., 1981). A recent study suggests that feed-

back from frontal to auditory areas is indeed crucial in conscious percep-

tion of sounds (Boly et al., 2011). Further, besides frontal areas, audi-

tory attention tasks show involvement of posterior parietal and temporal

cortices (Paus et al., 1997; Alho et al., 1999; Zatorre et al., 1999) espe-

cially during task switching (Shomstein and Yantis, 2004), so these may

be considered as alternative sources for modulatory input even though

they could not be distinguished in PI and PII due to methodological limi-

tations.

In PIII and PIV, however, attentional networks underlying selective au-

ditory attention probably did not play such a big role as the attention was

directed to visual stimuli, away from the auditory stimuli. PIV shows no

difference between the passive baseline and a visual control task, sug-

gesting that a relatively easy visual attention task did not modulate au-

ditory cortex as such. The top-down modulatory signal suppressing the

MEG responses likely originated from the motor or premotor areas (see

Rauschecker, 2011), not from the visual areas, as the auditory and vi-

sual stimuli of PIII and PIV were not congruent and presented as their

own streams. The suppression in PIII and PIV was tentatively caused

by an efference copy signal from the speech production areas during a

lipreading task (Sams et al., 2005; Skipper et al., 2007). The lipreading
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and covert speech production tasks both activate Broca’s region (Nishitani

et al., 2005) in the left inferior frontal gyrus, one possible source for modu-

latory signal that is densely connected to the premotor and motor regions.

Still, based on the present data, we cannot completely exclude the notion

that the suppression was due to a direct input from the visual system via

for instance the multisensory “hub”, posterior STS (Schroeder and Foxe,

2002; Cappe and Barone, 2005; Kayser and Logothetis, 2009), as shown

in a recent MEG study (Arnal et al., 2009). Theoretically, the suppres-

sion could be mediated by lower-level, subcortical connections from tha-

lamus, via specific afferents from the medial pulvinar or nonspecific af-

ferents from medial interlaminar nuclei (Jones, 1998; Cappe et al., 2009;

O’Connell et al., 2011). Or, as an alternative account, the reduced am-

plitude could also in part be due to less but more sharply tuned neurons

responding to the repeated stimuli with no behavioral relevance (see Grill-

Spector et al., 2006).

5.4 Timing of the multisensory input signals

For the suppression effect during speech production, both timing of the

motor command and the stimulus type are important. A recent EEG

Figure 5.1 (on the next page). (a) Hypothesized contribution from feature-specific and
feature-unspecific N100/N100m response generators
during baseline. (b) Selective attention effect with-
out the masker sound and during an easy task ex-
plained by a gain increase of feature-unspecific response
and slightly sharper frequency tuning (which does not
change the feature-specific response yet, as the probe
sound is above threshold). (c) As in (b), but using contin-
uous masker with wide notch. The feature-unspecific re-
sponse is more strongly adapted when not paying atten-
tion than in (b), resulting in larger attentional modula-
tion. (d) The case with narrow notch, where the feature-
unspecific generator is strongly suppressed even during
selective attention, but feature-specific generator still
shows a prominent response. Attentional enhancement
is in magnitude smaller, but proportionallly larger than
in (c). (e) Lipreading effect explained by the shift of fea-
ture specificity of neurons. As the task is to discriminate
/ba/ from /ga/, it is enough for the AC to discriminate the
FM transitions. During lipreading /ga/, both generators
are adapted more to the FM sweep matching /ga/. (f) Ef-
fect during lipreading vowels. The AC function is set to
discriminate vowels, so the pure tones of all frequencies
used as probes elicit weak responses.
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study showed a suppression effect only during normal auditory feedback

compared to pitch-shifted feedback, suggesting specificity in the effect

(Behroozmand et al., 2011). Pitch-shifted feedback actually increased

the post-vocalization evoked responses to sound. Our results in PIV are

in favor with the temporal dependency, although they show that the si-

multaneous timing of the signals only transiently modulates the ongoing

suppression of task-irrelevant and incongruent sounds, with in magni-

tude smaller modulation than the main suppression effect. The anatomy

of multisensory connections allow the fast and time-locked interactions,

shown for instance by auditory-induced phase-locking of visual cortex os-

cillations in monkey (Lakatos et al., 2008) which could underlie the re-

sults of PIII and PIV as well. Confirming this would, however, require

future studies designed to study the phenomena as the present results do

not support it.

5.5 Potential of the noise maskers

Neuroscience studies have a long history of experiments where the sub-

jects are presented a single salient picture or a sound and the brain activ-

ity during this isolated event is recorded. This can tell much of the basic

mechanisms on how the stimulus is processed in the brain, but leads to a

limited view of the brain functioning as in real-world situations the stim-

uli are rarely so well-controlled. When the stimulus is more ambiguous or

closer to the threshold, the top-down influence such as selective attention

can modify the perception more dramatically as a lot of effort is needed

even for a simple stimulus detection. Our brain has to do more in order

to process the minimal information from different senses, or information

from several senses needs to be integrated like in the case of noisy en-

vironment when we benefit from seeing the speaker’s lips (Sumby and

Pollack, 1954).

The deliberate reduction of signal-to-noise can be taken into extreme,

adding noise so much that the stimulus is at the detection threshold, ex-

actly what was done in PI and PII. Previously the notched-noise maskers

have been widely used to estimate psychophysical tuning curves (Glas-

berg and Moore, 1990) and to study cochlear frequency processing as mea-

sured at the auditory brainstem (e.g., Abdala and Folsom, 1995). The

notched-noise method to filter out or attenuate neural assemblies fre-
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quency selectively has since then, besides PI and PII, been used in sev-

eral studies studying central auditory processing (Okamoto et al., 2007;

Stracke et al., 2009; Okamoto et al., 2009, 2010; Ahveninen et al., 2011),

thus showing the potential of the method in auditory attention studies.

The notched-noise paradigm is comparable to informational masking setup

(Gutschalk et al., 2008), where the attended target sounds are mixed to-

gether with randomly occuring masker sounds of different frequencies

with a minimum spectral distance (analog to the notch width). These

kind of masker paradigms can reveal fundamental mechanisms and fre-

quency specificity of attention and other top-down influences in the field

of auditory neuroscience.

5.6 Relation of the findings to speech perception

Taken to everyday life where sound and sight usually match, the results

of PIII and PIV in part explain why we understand better what the person

is speaking when we see the lip movements. Seeing the lips activates, at

some level, our own speech production system, which in turn modifies our

auditory cortex so that speech signal is analyzed more efficiently.
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6. Conclusions

This Thesis mapped, at the gross level, neural mechanisms involved in

the short-term auditory plasticity in humans. The use of EEG and MEG

allowed studying the dynamics of the top-down modulations at millisec-

ond level, while MEG combined with MRI images brought more precise

information about the locus of the effects. The first two studies of audi-

tory frequency selectivity (PI and PII) provided insight into basic auditory

processing during selective attention. They showed that the attention in-

creased the auditory cortex responses, with a combination of neural gain

and selectivity increase, at two distinct stages following each other in time

(PII). The lipreading-related studies (PIII and PIV) showed how visual in-

teractions dynamically shape the auditory cortex function. A lipreading

task not only suppressed the cortical responses, but did it in a feature

specific way (PIII) depending on the lipread phoneme. This suppression

is related to the speech production system, as shown by similarity of the

effects during own speech production and lipreading (PIV).

The experimental data from this project, accompanied with models of

top-down influence, helps us to explain neural mechanisms that under-

lie selective attention in everyday situations, for instance, how we start

understanding speech in a noisy environment only after some time, and

there, how seeing an articulating face can improve our understanding of

heard speech.
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